
 
Hi all, 
 
We are just past the halfway mark in the competition (13 selections out of 25 
complete), and shocks continue to abound. 
 
Monaco Grand Prix 
To the surprise of absolutely no-one, the Mercedes car won the Monaco Grand Prix 
and Lewis Hamilton was the man. Mercedes have won every race so far, with 
Hamilton now up to 5 wins and Valtteri Bottas winning the other 2 races. 
They say that during the Monaco Grand Prix, a driver needs to change gear 3,600+ 
times. So that's a similar number to most commuters trying to cross Galway on a 
Friday evening. Nothing similar about the wages though! 
NBA Championship 
Toronto Raptors become the first team based outside of the US to win the NBA 
Basketball. They won the playoff series 4-2 against the Golden State Warriors, who 
were looking to win the title for the 4th time in 5 years. 
Golden State suffered a series of injuries to key players throughout the 
playoffs, most notably leading scorer Kevin Durant missing multiple games. 
Kawhi Leonard (Tornoto) won the MVP, joining a high class list of players to be MVP 
with two different teams: Kareem Abdul Jabbar and LeBron James. 
Some of you will know Abdul-Jabbar as the 7'2" scoring legend and master of the 
Skyhook shot. Many of us know him better as the co-pilot in the "Airplane" movies, 
and smile at some of the classic comedy moments that movie produced. "Surely, you 
can't be serious" 
Connacht Senior Football 
Roscommon arrived to Pearse Stadium and took another Connacht Title. Miserable 
weather, but that didn't bother the Rossies, as they seem to have the Indian sign 
over Kevin Walsh's men. 
That capped a fairly miserable weekend for Galway GAA, where the hurlers exited 
the championship by June 15th. 
Tough to beat Kilkenny in Nolan Park and go out of the championship with a loss to 
Dublin 6 days later. At least we shouldn't have player fatigue next year. 
 
Competition Update 
Paul Burnes moves into the lead, with an amazing formula to his success. 
Of all the correct results which have carried 8 points or more in the competition so 
far, Paul has correctly picked each one. Not only is Paul getting them right, but he is 
getting the right ones right! 
Will these long odds keep him at the top, it remains to be seen. The pack are 
bunching up behind him, so it will be interesting. 
 
Of the three picks we were updating on, only 4 entries out of 648 got all three 
correct. 
And those 4 ladies should take a bow: Ciara Mulligan Flannery, Martha Carter, 
Michelle McHale & Rachel O'Mahony. Sisters are doing it for themselves..... 
 



See below recent results, and attached table so that you can confirm that you are 
getting the upper-hand on friends and family. Student competition also attached. 
Take care. 





 


